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KWMUMakes
, C~nges In
,Programming
by Patricia M.Carr

news editor
This summer, KWMU radio
invited program consultant
Peter Dominowski to St. Louis.
l' He was asked to advise the station on its programming and suggest revisions in the current
format.
Dominowski's report stressed
the necessity for consistency in
staff affairs. It said the station is
in need of a program director.
"The current separate student
management set-up is highly
unusual. It would be in the
station's and student's best interest to operate ultimately under
a single management system."
the report stated.
Thomas Eschen, Senior Information Specialist and Director of
Development said, " We're not
" like UMC. We don't have the luxury of two radio stations.
Freshmen in Columbia can work
at KCOU and learn that working
in a radio station isn' t all
glamour; 3 a m . shifts aren't
glamorous!"
He said that students in
Columbia can change to the journalism school station, KBIA, in
their junior year when they are
more
serious
and
better
trained.
"Our first mission is to provide
St. Louis with music. Our second
mission is to train students, "
Eschen said.
According to Eschen, the station allows students to entirely
run the station at certain times.
Currently students have from
11 p.m. on Friday to 6 a.m. on
.• Saturday, with the same time slot
on Saturday and Sunday nights.
" That gives the students 21
hours a week to learn," Eschen
aid.
" We don' t have money in the
budget this year for a program
director
maybe
next
~ year,"Eschen said.
" It need not nec'e ssarily be
funded from new money. If
necessary, I feel that certain current positions can be combined,
or eliminated if necessary, to add
this key individual ," the report
said.
Dominowski made specific
recommendations for the format
in
order
to
increase
listenership.
The report mentioned limiting
t e number of pre-recorded prpgrams. Dominowski said, " live
locally-announced programming
is the single most important
audience- building move that can
be made by KWMU. "

'l

Campus Vacancy

UM-Columbia Chancellor Resigns P st
The University of Missouri will be
filling its third chancellorship position in less than one year, when it
replaces the UM-Columbia Chancellor who will resign her position
December 31.
Barbara S. uehling announced
last week that she will step down as
'chancellor after eight years of service to UM.
Uehling said at a news conference
that she was proud of her tenure
as chancellor.
"I leave with a great deal of pride
in the accomp lishments of my eightyear administration, " she said.
Uehling will be the third chancellor in the four-campus system to
leave since UM President C. Peter
Magrath took office less than two
years ago.
Uehling said she had discussed
her resignation with Magrath and
that he made no request that she
change her mind.
" Chancellor Uehling will leave
the university with my total respect
for her accomplishment? and

dedicatioI)," Magrath said.
, uehlinf(S administration ' had
come under fire from both faculty
and alumni groups for what they
considered a lack of communication
between themselves and the chancellor's office.
A meeting was held this spring between influential alumni and
Magrath to discuss their complaints
against u ehling.
uehling said such controversy
was good because' it meant those
groups were still interested in the

university.
Uehling, 54 , was the first woman
to hold a chancellorship in the UM
system.
Presently,
the
UMColumbia campus is the largest
single public institution of higher
education headed by a woman.
uehling said that she thought her
accomplishments as chancellor
included the $20 million that the
campus secured this year in
research funds, as well as the 63 per-

Barbara S. Uehling
cent increase in private funding
raised for the campus during here
administration.
"I am particularly proud of these
accomplishments as well as the
. physical improvements on the cam-

Chancellor Barnett Begins P artnership Program
After spending the summer
organizing her " Partnerships for
Progress" initiative, Chancellor
Marguerite Barnett announced last
week that her five-year program is
underw ay,
An agreement has been rea ched
between the university and the St.
Louis Public Schools to develop a
model bridge program for talentea
junior and senior high school
students.
The agreement "will position the
unive ~ fty and the St. Louis P ubli c
Schools to think and le arn in new
and more effective ways ," Barnett
sa id.
The pact is part of the Project
Compete
se ction
of
the
Partnerships
.for
Progress
pr ogr am .

and the school district will work
together in designated schools.

The first part of the program

by Steven L. Brawley
editor

being developed with the schools
was negotiated between Superintendent Jerome B. Jones and acting
Vice Chanellor for Academic affairs
Blance Touhill.

They will develo'p and implement activities in instructional
enrichment, comprehensive counseling, staff development, moti vation and resource-Sharing.

" This agreement represents an
extension of similar activities '
already in pl ace in a number of
school distri cts in St. Louis
County," Touhill said.
Marguerite Ross Barnett

The city high scho ols of Beaumont and \'as hon will use the
model program.

, P art nersh ips for Progre ss is a
five-year program initi ate d by Barnett to improve the quality of public
education. prepare area resid en ts
to r es pond to the technologic al
chailenges of th e 21st century and to
assist. in the economic rev-italization of the comm unity.

Project Com pete. t he first program. is designed to link -MSL
resources with the area's schools in
order to give students solid preparation both for high school and
college careers.
Staff team s from the university

A jo int coordina tion com mittee
will oversee the bridge program
with members appointed by Barnett
and Jones.
The one-year model program will
. be designed during the 1986-87
. ac ademic yea r. A new five-year
agreemen t will be developed beginning September 1, 1987 , co ntingent
upon funding fr om the state of Missouri and the Partnership budget.

Visitors to the UMSL Expo '86
Monday and Tuesday found a
variety of activities for even the
most des criminating taste.
For the revenge-minded people,
there was a dunking booth featuring
seve ral Student Ass oc iation members as well as faculty su ch as Lan ce
LeLoup, (left), political science professor. Also taking their turns in the
booth were Vi ce Chancellor Sandy

-----,

The report also mentioned
p0asing out special interest pro, gral:1s. These programs will
; attraCt only a few specialized listeners and may also drive away
curent listeners if they tune in
and the program is not com pat• ible
with
previous
programming.
"Pipeline was such a program," Eschen sald. "It was a
program that played new-wave
and punk music. It had a small
but loyal following, The program
just didn't fit in with the format of
the station, so we bad to cancel
it. "
The people who liked Pipeline
were very vocal when it was cancelled, he said. The station,
however, is not going to put it
back on the air, Eschen added.
Rainer Steinhoff, general

Barnett
announced
her
Partnershrp Plan s hortly after tak-

Campus Expo Makes A Big Splash

The report concluded that
KFuO wins more listeners
because they have a consistent
easy listening format. KWMu on
t~e other hand has a variablyprogrammed, hard to digest pretaped symphony or festival tape
format, the report said.

l

pus, despite years of budgetary restraints," she said.
As chaJ;lcellor, uehling presided
over 18 schools and colleges, the
UMC Hospital and Clinics and the
Tiger ath letic program.
Uehling became Chancellor in
1978 after serving as provost at the
University of Oklahoma. '
.
She has not yet announced her
future plans, but hinted that a book
about being a pioneer woman ' i'ri
higher education could be in the '
works. '
Magrath said that he will start to
pursue finding a replacement for '
Uehling as soon as pOSSible
"I will move rapidly to start a
search for another first-rate chancellor with faculty and others," he
said.
:
This will be the third time
Magrath will have had to inititate a:
search for a new chance llor for a UM
campus.
During the last year, new chan,
cellors were appointed at both the
st. Louis and Rolla campuses.

' ..,.

.

See "KWMU" page 3

Gallery
Tom Kochheiser, the new
director of the university art
gallery, favors bringing artists
to the campus who can accompany their works with informative lectures. He says he wants
to put the gallery on the
cutting edge,

Page 5
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Victory
Sharon Morlock helped lead
the volleyball team to a firstplace finish in the St. Louis
Uni versity invitational tournament. The Soccer teams opened
their seasons with games
against Lindenwood College and
Wisconsin University.

Page9
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Maclean, SA President Ken Mever
and Biology Professor Cha;les
Granger.
But mostly the Expo offered
students a chance to stroll through a
vast array of booths set up by student organizations (below) . ,
The event was considered a success by all, and plan s are already in
the works for next year.

ing office on June 1 of this year.
The plan has three major areas
of emphasis.
Project Compete, for which the
pact with city schools was r eac hed,
,is designed to imp rove st udent's
.chances for success in college, to
enhance s cien ce, technology and
management programs . ava ilable
for area citizens, and to collaborate
with area industry and business to
address training, retraining and
research needs.
The UM budget for the current fisca l year includes nearly $100 .000 in
initi al funding fo r the project.
IjM Pres ident C. Peter Magrath
has incl uded $2.8 million for the
project in recommendations for
1987-88 funds from the state
legislature.

Campus Police
Begin Using
Radar Patrol
by Phyllis Allen
associate news editor
All this week, DMSL police are
using a radar device on campus
which displays a digital readout
of an oncoming car's speed.
The reason for the electronic
billboard 's use, according to
William Karabas , DMSL police
chief, is to " make people aware
of how fast they're going on
campus."
Karah as said that the billboard
is purely for informational purposes and that, while no tickets
will be issued because of the
billboard, police are using the
device to make people understand that they will be cracking
down on speeders.
Asked whether any particular
group was targeted, Karabas said
that no s pecific group was caus-.
ing a problem. "It's an effort to
get people to observe the speed
limit," he sa id.
The speed limit on campus is
20 miles per hour. The cam pus
police , through legislation ena cted last year, have the same
powe rs of enforcement as
municipal and county police
officers .
Campus police are instru cted
to enforce speed regulations and
issue summonses for noncompliance. All summonses are forwarded to the St. Louis County
Court in Clayton, Misso uri.

;EDITORIALS
,'.,','

Frankly Speaking

·Partnership Plan
Looks At Future

Uehling Resigns;

I
I

Politics Involved

As any new chancellor would do, Marguerite
RO'Ss Barnett has initiated a program that she
can call her own.
Asshe continues to set her agenda as chancellor, Barnett has put together a program
that will directly link the University of
Missouri- St. Louis with the community that
supports it.
"Partnerships for Progress" is a five-year
initiative formulated by Barnett that stresses
th_.ee areas of concern.
It was formulated to improve the quality of
public education, prepare area residents to
respond to technological challenges, and
assist in the economic revitalization of the
region.
'Due fo its urban setting, Barnett sees
UMSL as uniquely positioned to prepare
students for managerial and leadership roles
in a structurally transformed 21st century
economy.
The first program, Project Compete, has
already been started. The pact reached between the university and the St. Louis City
SC!hools will give students a solid foundation
fe.F.both college and for their careers.
Project Compete is designed to enrich
sci'entific, mathematical, and communication
sk-ills of public school juniors and seniors to
help make their entrance into academic life
ea'sier. It will also help th~m in their pursuit of
careers in the 21 st century.
The second initiative, Project Advance, will
enhance science, technology and managerial
programs available to area residents.
Though this campus is young and has not
req,ched an anticipated level of program
of~ rings, it does pose the opportuity for joint
r ~earch projects and programs with the
r~ions health-care industry and the service

In a move that really didn't surprise a great
number of people, Chancellor Barbera S.
uehling resigned from her position at uMC to
persue other objectives.
Although many have predicted it for ~ long
time it still seems a shame to lose a dedicated
lead~r because she was too " academic minded" for her own good. (If that' s possible)_
Indeed. there seems to be little doubt that
her stands on academics, athletics and
research seem to have lead to her downfall.
She instigated a plan to make athletics selfsupporting so more funds could be used for
research.
That plan didn' t go over too well with
athletics people and alumni . In fact, it was her
alleged disinterest in meeting with alumni
that was another contributing factor to her
departure.
"
Alumnus T. North Pile called her very cool
and aloof" when it came to alumni matters.
Then again, private contributions to the
school increased 63 percent during her
administration . Go figure.
•
And in the area of athletics, Uehling is an _
active member of the National Collegiate :.:
Athletic Association, and is a delegate on their : ~
search committee for a new president. But o· :
evidently that's not enough.
.:
As a matter of fact, most people agree that . :
she has done a good job as chancellor. She has :
accomplished a lot in her eight years at . ·
Mizzou.
So why is she leaving?
Some will say that eight years is plenty in a
position like hers, that a person can only take _
so much. We don't buy it.
We think it was pur~ and simple politics that i
led to this resignation, nothing more, nothing - _
less . She just ruffled too many feathers.
Well, maybe she'll find a better place.
Someplace where they will appreciate her
innovative style. Then again, maybe not.
We think that's a shame.
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EDITORIAL HINDSIGHT

e ~ nomy .

" he third program, Project Succeed, will
uttJ.ize such facilities as the new Missouri
R earch Park being developed by UM. This
PIlgram will directly participate in the
e ~ nomic developement of the St. Louis area
a ~ the state of Missouri by linking the univ€rsi ~ with the private sector.
Ifhe plan calls for a science and technology
.
center to be formed to keep workers ahead III
.eft-eir respected professions .
. : This complete package can be utilized to
;; how the St. Louis region the value of UMSL. It
~ an also serve as a way to attract private funds
:tor special projects , such as this.
: Initial UM funding has been allocated to
;S tart the project. St. Louis will be a key region
~ oOhe state as it heads into the 21st century.
:r)r;oBarnett, give your program and St. Louis a
: hard sell in Columbia and Jefferson City , and
: Missouri will come out a winner.
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: Faculty members who are interested in writing
~ editorials are invited to contribute to the editorial
.~ on a weekly basis.
• Editorials, on specific current events and issues, can be
t awn from specific fields of study in all academic
.. eas.
: Please contact Cu rrent editor Steven L. Brawley if inlierested. Editorials may be edited or excluded due to
~ace limitations. Editorials should be submitted in writ.f!l.g no later than 12:00 NOON Monday prior to the date of
~b lication. Editorials must be signed, and no editorial
1ill be run without giving due credit, td the author.

Blue Metal Office Building
Phone: (314) 553-5i74

.

Copyright by the Current, 1986

: II materials.contained within this issue

-lire the property of the Current and can
'~ot be reproduced or reprinted without
.It\e expressed written consent of the
=urrent and its staff.
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••~teven L. Brawley

The Current is published weekly on
Thursdays. Advertising rates are avail·
able upon request by contacting the
Current Business Office at (314) 5535175. Space reservations for advertisements must be received by noon
Monday prior to the date of
publication.
The Current, financed in part by student activities fees, is not an official
publication of the University of Missouri.
The university is not responsible for the
Currenrs contents and pOlicies.
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LETrERS TO THE EDITOR
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Editorials expressed in the paper reflect
the opinion of the editorial staff.. Articles
labeled "commentary" or "column" are
the opinion of the individual writer.

••
•

Letters may be dropped off at the Current offices, 1
Blue Metal Office Building, or the University Center
Information Desk. They may also be mailed to Letters to the Editor, Current, 1 Blue Metal Office Building, 8001 Natural Bridge Road, St. Louis, Mo.

Campus 'Trees

CURRENT
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, Mo. 63121

Responsibility for letters to the editor belongs to : ~
the individual writer. The Current is not responsible : for controversial material in the letters, but maintains ' : •
the right to refuse publication of letters judged by the . :
editorial staff to be in poor taste. No letters with . libelous material will be published. Letters may be •
edited for space limitations.
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No unsigned letters will be published. Names
for published letters will be withheld upon request,
but .Ietters with which the writer's name is published
will receive first preference.
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The Current welcomes ali letters to the editor. The
writer's student number and phone number must be
included. Non-students also must sign their letters,
but only need to add their phone number. Letters
should be not more than two typed pages in
length .

Praises Pikos

semester. In conjunction with
UMSL's Coordinator of Exhibits and
Collections, I helped develop a

we distributed at the displays, 38%
of the respondents (students,
faculty and staff) acknowledged

Dear Editor:
The fraternity Pi Kappa Alpha is
to be commended on their decision
to conduct an alcohol-free rush this

campus-wide alcohol awareness
campaign during the 1984-85 school
year. In response to a questionnaire

having driven while legally intoxicated during the preceeding 12
months. This figure is alarmingly
high and corresponds closely to data

collected
campuses.

on

other

/1
.

/
col~ige :
. 1"

My congratulations to the Pikes
for taking a courageous and responsible position on the problem of
alcohol abuse.

Sanford Schwartz
Department of Social Work

Here Goes One More Anti-Smoking Tirade
NEWS
· TOME
by Craig A. Martin
managing editor

If I live the rest of my life and
never hear another anti-smoking
tirade it will be just fine with me.
After all, smokers are adults (mostly), and as such certainly have the
option to gunk up there lungs with
whatever they choose.

But before the world shuts up and
leaves the poor smokers alone, let
me get something off my chest.
As I said before you can destroy
your body however you see fit, but
should I have to suffer for it?
Take
this
a1l-too- familiar
scenario: A smoker is in a public
building, any public building, and he
finishes his cigarette. What does he
do with it? That's easy, he drops it to
the floor and uses his 50 dollar shoes
to grind it into the tile.
But that's not the only place they
deface. Next time you're at a
stoplight, look around you on the
ground and see all the pretty butts
resting there.
It's just not right.
If I was in a public building, ·
opened a stick of gum, and dropped
the wrapper on the floor, people

would look at me as though I were
the anti-Christ or something. And
rightly so.
But which is easier to clean up, a
gum wrapper or a cigarette butt
ground and burned into the floor?
You'd be lucky if tliat ever came
up.
How about this one?
Now you're driving in your car,
and the guy in front of you finishes
his cancer wand. What does he do
with it? Put it in the ashtray of his
car (which by the way, stinks
inside)?
No! any self respecting smoker
would throw his lit cigarette out the
window bounding toward your 12
thousand dollar car.
Suppose the cigarette thrown
. from a car by a careless smoker
found its way into the bed of a pickup

truck disabled on the side of the
highway with a flat. And then suppose that Cigarette ignited the contents of that pickup. Then suppose
the entire truck was engulfed in
,names, and before the owner even
knew what hit him he was burned
over sixty percent of his bodv and in
the hospital fighting for his "life.
.
Now consider this: the above
story is true.
I'm not asking for des crimination
against smokers, nor am I asking
people to stop smoking. What I am
asking for is courtesy, common
sense and responsibility.
. Nothing profound. Nothing particularly Earth-shattering. Just
something to think about before you
dlscard that next Cigarette.
After all, the life you save might
be mme.

..
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Jr. has confirmed he's taking
courses at Washington UniverSity
three nights a week to obtain a
master's degree in business.

, NEWSBRIEFS

DDD
September 13 is the deadline for
several Rotary Foundation
Scholarships. Appli cation forms
are available in both 440 and 301
• Woods Hall. Submit completed
forms to George Robinson , Business Management, Washington
University, Campus Box 113 , St.
'" Louis, MO 63130

w,

D D D
,
UMSL Chancellor Marguerite
" Ross Barnett will address the
campus community on Wednesday,
Sept. 24 , at 3 p.m . in the J.C. Penney Auditorium. Following the
.( State of the University Address, a
reception will be held in the Summitt Lounge of the University Center. A reception will also be held
" on Tuesday Sept. 16 in Room 324
Lucas Hall between 5:30 and 7:00
p.m . for Ev ening College students
to meet the chancellor.

,. D D D
The UM Board of Curators
will meet in Columbia Sept. 11 and
.. 12. , The Board will r ev iew final
construction plans for the science
building on campus. When completed in 1989, the building, along
with Benton and Stadler Halls, will

provide lab and teaching facilities
for more than 2,000 physics,
chemistry, biology and psychology
undergraduates. Site preparation
began over the summer for the
compl'ex.

DDD
Judith M Whitted has been
named the coordinator of the Student Work Assignment Program.
Her responsibilites include coordinating part-time and summer
work for students . Whitted comes
to UMSL from the Georgia State
University in Atlanta.

D D D
Julie A. Morton, a senior studying art history, has been awarded
the first Diane Skomars Magrath
Scholarship by the Lafayette Area
Branch of the American Association of University Women. The
$250 scholarship is given in honor
of the wife of C. Peter Magrath,
president of the University of
.Missouri.

D D D
St. Louis Mayor and UMSL
graduate, Vincent C. Schoemehl

UMSL's Jim Tuxbury recently
wasthe recipient of a $500
scholarship established in honor
of Mark McDonough, an UMSL
alumnus who died last year in a
helicopter crash in Minnesota
while covering the Hormel meatpackers strike.

DDD
Frank Moss, professor of
physics at UMSL has received a '
senior visiting fellowship from
the British Science and
Engineering Research Council.
The fellowship, one of only four
awarded in physics this year, was
given as a result of Moss' extensive research in the field of random forcing of nonlinear
dynamical systems.

DDD

DDD
A "Retirement and Tax Deferred
Annuity Program" will be offered
on Monday, September 22 from 9
a.m. to noon in Room 72 J . C. Penney. The program, is free to all
UMSL employees and will review
the University's long-range
security benefit programs , describe other programs and explain
the University's tax-deferred
annuity.

The UMSL Eldercare Center,
located at 8351 S. Florrisant
Road in Normandy is recently
celebrated its first anniversary.
They are also seeking volunteers
to work with older adults. There
is not an age requirement for
volunteers, and persons may
work as many or as few hours as
desired. Special talents or skills
can be put to use at the Center.
For more information, call the
Center at 524-0155.

DOD
" Women 's Voices," a tribute to
the voices of women's poetry
sung by Marcia Lewis, will be
performed at noon on Monday,
September 22 in Room of the
Music Building on the South
Campus. Dr. Lewis, a mezzo soprano and associate professor of
voice at Valparaiso UniverSity in
Indiana, will perform works by
various women poets.

DDD
Elizabeth Clayton, professor of
economics, was featured on the
Public Broadcasting Services'
series Comrades on Tuesday,
September :. on Channel 9. Dr.
Clayton ai-peared on an episode
on Soviet rural life called
" October Harvest. "

second annual Gateway Regional
Forensic Institute at UMSL
recently.

DDD
Donald Phares, professor of
economics and metropolitan
studies has published two
articles, "High Tech in St. Louis:
The Missouri Research Park,"
appeared th the fall issue of
Urban Resources, and "Elimination of State-Local Tax Deductibility and Education; The
Issues and Its Impact by State,"
appeared in the winter 1986 issue
of the Journal of Education Finance. He has also published a
chapter, "Tax Exporting in the
American Federal System: 19701980," in the book, Review
Administration 1985.

DDD
Edwin Fedder, of political
science and international studies
has published an article, " Statesponsored Terrorism: Lowering a
Veil of Innocence over Bloody
Hands,"in the July/ August issue
of engage/ social action.

DDD
Richard Wright professor of
administration of justice has
published an article, " The

=

Impact of Prescribing on the
Crimes of Opioid Users, "in the
British Journal of Addiction. Co-=""
author is Trevor Bennet of the :--::
Institute of Criminology,
Cambridge.
..

Lambda Chi Alpha, the third _
largest international fraternity it
seeking a faculty advisor. For more information, contact Scott
Hartline at 781-5304 or drop a note
to Hartline care of the Student "
Organizations Office, 230 Unive't,,1
sity Center.
,., ,,.\

DDD

.,
h l'.1

Frederic Pearson of political <i ,Y~
science and
international studiesu u G
'
h as pu bl lshed an article,
"
'''Necessary Evil': Perspectives , . .
on West German Arms Transfer"" ~~
Policies," in the summer issue of'"
Armed Forces and Society.
.J • • _
T

DDD
David Davidson of optometry ~ :: :
received an award in recognition
of excellence in journalistic
" n; I
achievement for having written ,;.. ~
the best editorial to appear in
any optometric journal during
1986 by the Optometric Editors ""'"
Association.
' ,.

DDD
The Speech Communication
department in cooperation with
Continuing Education-Extension
and the UMSL Forensics and
Debate Team, sponsored the

Black Students
Strengthening Session III:

.--..

4""W"

DDD

-o wl

'KWMU

from page '1'''''
"'It'-1

manager of KWMU said in a
press release that the station has
a new program schedule.
Steinhoff said, "The new
schedule is similar to the one
presented by our consultant,
Peter Dominowski. However,
there are a few differences. One
of Mr. Dominowski's recommendations was to broadcast 4 hours

of Weekend Edition on Saturday
morning.
' ; :1 <:
" At this time I am reluctant t9~G
give up more classical musif,.31;
hours, since I am concerne$;1.,,,,
about the perception that we are.
doing less and less classicat
music."
The goal of the station is tii;:,
double its audience by 1990
~:;:;
UJ

Building Strong Roots At UMSL

New StUdent
Orientation Picn ic

FREE TESTING & COUNSELING: TUES. THRU SAT.
• Abortion Services
• Community Educat ion Programs
• lice nsed - Non-profi t . Board Certified Doctors

.Two Locations. Pro-Choice

reproductive

health services 367-0300.
RHODES SCHOLARSHIP
Undergraduate and Graduate
Men and Women Eligible

St. Vincent's Park
September 12, 1986
at2:00 p.m.
Meet in J.e. Penney Lobby at 1:45 p.m. for
transportation to park

. 11

Interested students should consult the packet of infor-~;
mationalliterature on reserve in the Library and, if they:: '
are interested, should then pick up the application from: ~
the Office of Acaemic Affairs, 401 Woods Hall as soon as :~
possible. Students may also apply directly to the Sec- ·~·~
retary of the Missouri Rhodes Commitee, Dr. Doug Hunt,
The Learning Center, 305 Watson Place, University ofMissouri, Columbia, Mo. 65211, Those students wh pla~ to go through the Campus Committee should returl}".,
their completed application form to Academic Affairs b1":
noon on Friday, September 26, 1986.
r....a

For information contact Bridgette Jenkins, at
553-5711 or Marilyn Ditto, at 553-5211.

Deadline Friday, September 26, 1986

..

-

Turning Knowledge And
Experience Into Action
J

Help build a beHer university by
joining these Student Associatio n
commiHees ...

t

.J

,"

•
t

Ken Meyer
Student Association President

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student Activities Budget Committee
Student Services Fee Committee
University Center Advisory Board
Student Association Assembly
Student Association Administrative Committee
Student Association Grievance Committee
Student Association Communications Committee
Student Association Social Committee
Student Association Legislative Affairs Committee
Student Court

.

Kevi n Lacostelo
Student Association Vice President

Committees are forming now!
Applications available at 262 University Center
For more information call
Ken, Kevin, or Marilyn at 553-5105

\:,i--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------.J
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•
Continuing
Education
Extension will be offering a refresher course for engineers
studying to take the Professional'
Eng ineer, Civil, Mechanical and
Electrical
examination. The
course will meet on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, September 13 October 18, 6:45-9:45 p.m.
Classes will be held in the J.C.
Penney Building. For more
information
contact
Joe
Williams at 553-5961 .
• The Observatory will hold an
Open House at 8 p. m. The
observatory is located adjacent
to the student parking lot on the
UMSL South Campus, 7804
, Natural Bridge. Admission is
free. For the latest information
about the open houses and s ky
objects to observe, call the
UMSL Skywatch Hotline at
553-5706.

• Office of Student Activities
w ill present "An Adventure in
Chinese Songs and Dance"
performed by the 1986 Youth
Goodwill Mission from Taiwan,
Republic of China. The event is
scheduled at 7:30 p. m. and will
be held in the J.C. Penney
Auditorium. Admission is free,
but s eating is limited and
children under 12 will not be
admitted. For more information
call th e Chinese Culture Center at 426-1466, or call 5535536.

•
Women's Soccer plays
Colorado Coll eg e at 12 noon in
the Mark Twain Building.
• The Student Association will
hold a meeting at 2 p. m. in the
J.C. Penney Building, room
222.

Wedn esday

• "The Gabrielsof Jazz: Trumpets and Coronets" will be
taught by Charlie Menees on
Wednesdays, 6:30-9:30 p,m.,
Sept. 17 - Oct. 15, For more information, contact the Office of
Continuing Education at 5535961 .

• Men's Soccer wi ll play Metropo litan State at 8 p. m in the
Mark Twain Bu ilding.

Sunday

I----..Ao

• "A Marriage of Music" and
"Competitive Debate Suecesses at the Un iversity of
M issouri-St. Louis" will be the
topics of thi s week' s segment of
Creative Aging airing from 7-8
p.m. on KW M U (90.7 FM).

• The Newman House will hold
mass at 8 p. m.

- ----II1 5 1
1_

• "How to prepare effectively
Interviews" will be the
, tn eme of a course offered by the
lacement Office. The clas s

Tor
,

'I:

M
_ o_n_
da....Y

w ill me et o n Sept. 15, 17 and 19,
from 12-12:45 p,rn. and o n Sept.
16 and 18 from 12:30-1:15 p.m.
All classes are held in 308
Woods Hall.

• The Women' s Center will
hold a get-acquainted indoor
pi cnic lunch at 12 noon.

-----111 7 1

• Women's Soccer will play
North ern Colorado at noon in
the Mark Twain Building.

141
-----I
1

• Learning to Relax will be the
topic of a workshop off ered by
the Counseling Service. The
session w ill be held in 427 SSB
from 1-2 p. m. For more information, call 553-5711.

----~1 1
• Student Literary Magazine
will
hold
organizational
meetings to from new staff.
Meetings will be held at 9:30 p. m,
in 485A Lucas Hall and 2 p.m. in
493 Lucas Hall. If interested,
attend either meeting, or leave a
message with name and phone
number in the Litmag mailbox,
494 Lucas. Call Nan Sweet, 55 3 5512 or Steve Givens, 5535693, for more info rmation.
• Gallery 210 will be featuring
paintings by Margaret Baily
Ooogan through Sept. 26, The
Gallery
is
located
in
Lucas . Hours are
MondayThursday, 8 a. m.-8 p. m. and 8
a. m.-5 p.mn. Friday.

MCLAUGHLIN real estate, inc.

• The Women's Center in conjunction with the Counseling
Service, will hold an intensive,
one-day
workshop
on
Leadership
Training
for
Women, from 1-5 p. m. To preregister, call 553-5380 or 5535711.

8 r _ T_h _u r_sd_a...,y

Chinese S o ng and Dance: The Youth Goodwill Mission of the
Republic of China w ill be performing in a very important culturai '
exchange of the arts here at UMSL. The event is co-sponsored by the
Ch inese Student Association of U MSL, Washington University, St
Louis University and SIU Edwardsville. See Saturday.

AUTO
LOANS
FOR
N EW CARS
& GOOD USED CARS
Ou r rate's are competitive
Yo u can arrange your loan i n advance

S400 N arwal 8ri41<
51, Louif . .'.10, 6312[
(3U) 389- 9998

HOMES OF THE WEEK

Come in o r call for EXTRA FAST SE RVICE
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71 5 1 NATURAL BRIDGE
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI 63121
We Specialize In The UMSL Area
For more information: 389·9998

IN NEXT WEEK'S
CURRENT
Part One of a series of
articles dealing with the
university's image in the
St. Louis community.

(Just East Of Lu c as An d Hu nt)

ME MB ER FDI C

383·5555

The most
exciting few hours
you'll spend
all week.
Run_ Clin1b- Rappel. Navigate.
I Jead. And develop the
confidence a~d skills you won't
get froIl1 a text book. Enroll
in A.rmv ROTC as one
of vour'electives. Get the facts
today. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
For more information call Captai n Jon Boyle at 553-5176
or stop by 44 Blue Metal Office Bui ld ing located on campus.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS TRJ\ININC CORPS
1
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"Gallery 210

'~Controversial Art Depicts Inner Strength
b}iLinda Wendling
features editor

powerful and larger than life. To be
brilliant, not pastel."
Doogan is easy to talk to.
She has a gentle, almost fragile
appearance which, combined with a
'relaxed warmth, makes her very ·
approachable. But there is also a
rough- hewn strength, and both sides
have made her art truly a reflection
of the artist.
Margaret Bailey Doogan was; in
her own words, the " incredibly sl}y
child of a Philadelphia milkman and
a housewife. " The nuns at her school
interpreted
her
shyness
as
stupidity, a heinous misjudgment.
Despite strong family objections,
Doogan was the first member of her
family to attend college, graduating
from Moore College of Art in
Philadelphia in 1963.
While working with the New York
graphic design firm of DeMartin!
Marona, she designed the now
familiar packaging for Morton's Salt
and Yuban coffee.
It was during this time that she
suffered an emotional crisis, which
precipitated an important move
from graphic to fine art.
In 1969 she secured a position at
the liniversity of Arizona in Tuscon
and settled into an artist's commune
where, in a one-year period, she
married, bore a daughter and
divorced.
Doogan's art is reflective of a
woman who has taken on life, tasted
its brutalities and pulled herself
back up. The artist's struggles have
had a profound effect on her work.

• ~ Afemale nude lies in a provoca-

tive pose,

wearing nothing but a
slngle yellow glove. Yet her gaze is
anything but a "come hither" look.
¥ Her
internal organs shimmer
bftlliantly through her soft belly
and avery adult face with an infant's
body is trying to push its way out of
~'the woman's abdomen.
: On a neighboring wall, an intense,
sCl!iptured face with vaguely skeletal'features literally rises off the oil
~c:anvas and struggles to be heard.
There is more than a suggestion of
blood about the woman. She squats
on nothing, silvery bones-shimmering up her calves.
.;. : But it is her face, alive as any can
he, which demands the visitor's
attention. It is not only alive; it is
climbing down off the canvas. She is
~difficult to walk away from.
.
,
This is the artist's self-portrait.
But there is a second.
In a far corner of Gallery 210 is a.
woman in red, tethered to a salivat/(ing blue dog with blood on his paws.
Though she has covered her face,
the woman's right eye peers out at
.
you through the back of her hand. A
,"",second pair of lips is suspended as if
it had slid off the side of her face,
'a ttached by what appears to be a
mucous membrane.
~. ' Don't expect to recognize the
attractive artist, Margaret Bailey
Doogan, from her self-portraits.
. Realism is not the issue here.
Tom Kochheiser, new director of
·*[;MSL's Gallery 210, has opened the
Gallery's 1986 - 87 season with the
first of three consecutive onewoman shows, linked under the title
\(!"The Emblematic Woman: Contemporary Female Portraiture."
.
"1 have given the series this
name," Kochheiser says, "because I
,feel all these artists put a lot of
~'tttemseives into the women they
depict. There is a tremendous
amount of Peggy (Doogan) in her
p·aintings. A tremendous amount.
"'-i "Peggy's paintings are about
women's strength," Kochheiser
Paintings by Margaret Bailey Ooogan will be on display through
sllys.
"Some
of
them
are
frightening.
.. : "For example, 'Strength of 1,000
are gripping.
Doogan affirms that her show is a
Women' looks violent," he says.
statement on how women have been
"That's why she's so controver"None of them are helpless and
displaced in art and "historically
sial," Kochheiser nods. "Though the
pathetic women. These women have
have been presented as an art form
critics are favorab'le, her work is not
b'\!en through hard times in their
something the average person
more than as a woman. The female
'1tves, but they keep getting back up.
figure has become regarded as a
They really know who they are and . might think of as art, because they
are not 'pretty' pictures.
work of art," she says.
hilYe a tremendous presence."
"That's why 1 chose Peggy's work
"Peggy's work deals with the pat" I am more interested in the
open the series."
,
riarchal society," he says. "In
blood, the visceral juices and the
. Doogan's paintings have been
nearly every society, a deliberate
c lied "funny," "grotesque," and attempt has been made to make sexuality. Woman's sexuality, like
her intelligence, is thought of as
,, ' ,gnificent." All three are reasonwomen powerless, because women
unclean, or at the least is not
;.able things to say.
are so powerful that it scared the
understood ..,
: Doogan herself has said, "I walk a
hell out of men. I think the women in
fine line between humor and
Hence, the startling realities of
these paintings, and all three artists
ti~rror." She finds this cutting edge
"The Yellow Glove" and "Silver
in the series, are very aware of
of humor very useful. The results
that. "
Bones."

,"""

~jlt.

I

~

Inthatsense,hershynesshasse~

September 16 in Gallery 21 O. -

"In art the nude is always a provoca tively
depicted
woman, "
Doogan says. " You never think of
men. 'Anatomy is destiny' is the way
women have been taught to think
about themselves. I want people to
see through the figure to the organs,
to the woman's guts.
" People often feel that, because
there are organs and blood, " Doogan
smiles, "these women were battered or slashed. People seem to ,
assume that women in art should be
beauties or victims. It's as if we
should not be allowed to be anything
in between.
"I wanted these women to feel

ved her well. It has been part of the
journey through which a breathtaking and controversial artist has
evolved.
But controversy lies more in the
mind of the general public than in
that of the art world. The
magazine" Art in America" (February '84) has said, "The masks that
she paints project a female reality
of tremendous energy and attractiveness, which is brash and disturhing compared to standard
conceptions of womanly appeal . ..
Women, the bright, garish colors
and violent application of the paint
suggest, must do violence to the
ways they are usually seen.
The "Woman's Art Journal" has
called Doogan an Expressionist and
concludes, "Through ber painting
she is reaching out to the rest of us,
reaching out to share her responses
to life .. . loneliness , disappointment love and above ali, what it
mea~s to be a woman in America
during the last years of this
century."
There is a force and a truth in her
work which is not easily ignored.
Doogan's work will be on display
through September 26. Gallery 210
in Lucas Hall is open Monday Thursday, 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.; Fridays, 9
a.m. - 5 p.m.

Enlightening
Response To
The Whizzer
TRUST
ME

Remember when you were a kid
and you used to play baseball in your
backyard? Remember the one kid
who always got hit on the head with
the flyballs? Well, a student called
me the other day just bursting with a
story that he wanted me to write
about, and frankly I think that he is
one ofthose kids that was popped in
the noggin one too many times.
He referred to himself as the
" Mad Whizzer" and said that he was
on a mission from the Tidy Bowl
Man-- he terrorizes toilets. Mr.
Whizzer giggled at his own alliteration when he said this.
My good reporter's sense told me
that my caller was definitely a selfproclaimed terrorist. Even I know
that one of the first rules taught at
Terrorist School is that a good,
right-thinking terrorist does not
giggle.
.
Anyway, he went on to tell me that
he hangs around the liMSL restrooms waiting for someone to come
in and use the stall or whatever
equipment it is that the little boys
room offers. The Mad Whizzer waits
until the unsuspecting victim can't
see him, runs over to the light switch
and flicks it off, leaving the person
relieving himself in complete darkness alone with his thoughts. He
add~d that he especially liked doing
this to professors (terrorists just
hate authority).
"urn," I said.
uWell, what do you think?" asked
the hopeful terrorist, " Do you think
it will make a good story? "
He sounded so sincere and since I
am not exactly de'tuged with mail or
phone calls from people with stories
that they want to see in the paper, I
decided that I would try to get a
story out of this guy.
" How did you come up with the
name ' Mad Whizzer'? " I asked.
" When I turn out the lights on people who are taking a whiz, they get
mad. I wanted to be 'The Mad Pisser'
but your paper won't print that,
. will it? "
"I doubt it."
"I knew it."
"What do you do after you turn off
the lights? " I asked, praying for a
uWriter's Embellishment."
"I laugh. It's pretty funny . People
start screaming and yelling."
"Tell you what, why don't you set a
See COLUMN page 6

New Art Director Likes To Be' On The Cutting Edge'
Linda Wendling
res editor

position at the university of Arizona
in Tuscon, he finished his Master's
degree at Overland long distance
from Tuscon.

: He is not your everyday
uctor.
: He draws pictures on sandwich
• b~gs. Art on a Baggie, so to sp.ea~

" I loved Arizona," he says
lwistfully. "It was beautiful. And

knew, had dealt with women in art
for a lopg time.
"Back at work, " he says, " I
thought of inviting her and Claire
Prussian, and then the idea for the
~ series came together .

. ,Last week, in the name of art, he
w:o rked on making the perfect
Marguerita
• . Tom-Kochheiser, the new director
of DMSL's Gallery 210, has a mind
quick as Picasso's brush strokes. It
can shift from the French
• Impressionists to today's NeoExpressionists,
from
Magic
Markers on Baggies, to squeezing
limes and rolling stemware in salt.

that's where we met Peggy.
The 'Peggy' he refers to is
Margaret Bailey Doogan, whose
show opened last week in Gallery
210, opening the 1986 -, 87 series,
entitled "The Emblematic Woman;
Female
Contemporary
Portraiture.

.- Now, this semester, in addition to
directing the gallery, he is teaching
a class on gallery management.
"We
cover
everything,"
t:Kochheiser says, "from how to write
for a grant, to how to fly artists in, ,
how to arrange publicity for a show,
and where to put people up for the
lInight!
"It's taken me years to get all the
experience I needed to hang shows. I
wish there had been a course like
,this when I was in school. I could
have used it!"
He is also a visual artist. He and
his wife do performance art
.together in a variety of media, even
incorporating musical performances into the art. In fact, he writes
music and plays the guitar, while
. she writes the lyrics and sings.

..

They have performed their work
in "TuS.f.9,n, in Chicago's Randolph
Street Gallery, and in OverLand,
• Ohio.
' Kochheiser grew up on "nine
acres with a lake and pine trees"
'near Langston, Ohio. Although he'
..-says he used to draw as a child, he,

did not choose art as a profession
until he was a junior, majoring in
accounting.
"Then, to my parents' dismay," he
smiles, "1 chucked it, decided I
wanted to be an art historian, and,

incredibly, I made it!
" I don't think I would have been
lhappy as an accountant," he says.
-He married while attending
Overland College in Ohio. When !lis
wife, Joanna, accepted a teaching

He called her and then met her in
New York to pick out pieces for
the show.

" We lived two blocks apart, " he
says, "which means Joanna and I got
to visit her fantastic studio a lot.

Kochheiser favors bringing in
artists from around the country who
'can accompany their works to lecture at the openings.

- Then, two years ago, Kochbeiser
accepted a position as s'{ide curator'
and lecturer at uMSL and then, last
year, he became assistant director
of the gallery, in preparation for
taking over as director this year.

"U's fascinating to hear exactly
how they came to transform ideas
;from thought to canvas," he says.
" But their presence offers even
more.

He got the idea for his current
series
while
travelling
this
summer.
Gallery 21 O's new art director is Tom Kochheiser.

"For a third artist," Kochheiser
says, " I thought of Joan Semmel. I
knew her from a class I took in
the'70s where I had seen her work
and really liked it.

"Last summer Joanna and I spent
a month back in Arizona," he says,
" having my idea of a holiday: taking
drives out to the desert, eating good
food, lazing around with old
friends.
"I saw Margaret's newest stuff
. and got a great idea. Margaret, I

"A living artist's presence ignites
a show because you realize that they
are just folks like you who drive to
Burger King for a quick bite and
have to Wash their cars, yet they do
this work which is very selfrevealing.
"Artists," he says, "make themselves so vulnerable, because they
put a part of themselves out there on:
the block, almost like exposing
themselves, and people can step up
,and say, ':This is horrible."

"Isn't it like everyone's worst
nightmare, " he smiles, "to expose
yourself in
public
and
be
ridiculed?"
r'he artist Kochheiser has chosen
to open his fall series, Margaret
Bailey Doogan, has brought to the
DMSL campus work which is not
only nationally acclaimed, but
fairly controversial. Kochheiser
feels that's important.
"I want 210 to he on the cutting
edge," he says. " I want to make this
into an exciting gallery where peopie come to see provocative works .
A university gallery should be one
. place where it is possible to take
risks.

We can do things which are not
.commercially viable," he says.
" I also want to get into all media.
I'd like to do sound installations,
murals, and I'd love to do a billboard
show.

"Can you imagine driving do:--n
the highway and seeing an artist
painting on a billboard, be.tween the
ugly chiropractor and msurance
ads?" he laughs.
So last week in his dr·jve to shape
the gallery into. something more
exciting, he was perfecting the
Matguerita to be served with Mexican hors d'oeurves at the Doogan
;opening to provide a change from'
the usual wine and cheese
receptions.
What next?
"Well," he smiles, "we plan to
have a booth at the Expo for the
Gallery.
" We intend to do people's portraits on sandwich bags. "
He's definitely not just another
instructor.

_
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m erica And The Baby .Boom Generation
b y Loren Richard Klahs

book

reviewer

Lan don Y. Jones has written a new
introduction for the second edition
of his book,"Great Expectations:
America And The Baby Baby Boom
Ge neration (Ballatine Books, $3.95,
45 3 pages.) Apparently there have
been some new insights between
Oc-lober 1981, when the first edition
hit the shelves, and August 1986,
when the new and improved
tre atise arrived.
One of the first things the author
dispenses with is a series of silly
labels that are both offensive and
cra ss. After all who wants to carry an
albat ross around like " The Rock
Generation, " " The Now Generation," "The Love Generation," The
Me Generation," or (shudder, yikes,
g;J p... ) " The Pepsi Generation?"
Gone. All of them ! The labels do
not st ick because the so-called
"Ba by Boom Generation" (yet
,mother I abel of sorts) is a moving
target.
Yuppies, Hippies, Would-Be Yuppies, and the rest of their ilk are
simply gOing to have to look
elsewhere for an identity. For the
. most part these labels are just too
fl imsy to hide behind. They are not
strong enough nor solid enough to
ma intain one's identity. Basically
they ilre weak little catch phrases
thought up by Madison Avenue and
pop psychologists.
From a sociological persPective
it can be argued that many of these
generalizations are based on less
last week's answers

than empirical knowledge For
example, a great many of us love to
be
categorized
as
(ahem)"Yuppies." A yuppie is defined
as a certain species that lives in an
urban area, is college educated,
works in professional and/or
managerial areas, and has incomes
of $30 ,000/$ 40,000 .
According
to
" Newsweek"
magazine, the mere 4.2 million
Americans who genuinelv fit the
Yuppie mode" ... could squ~eze four
to a car in every BMW in
America."
Leaving endangered species
behind, the author does make a few
generalizations founded upon both
experience and observation. He
tells us that baby- boomers (those of
us born between 1946 and 1964)
assumed that things would be different for us. The baby boomers
were going to live the good life.
Then came the unexpected
"Eleven- Year Drought! "
Between 1973 and 1984 the bottom
fell out of the proverbial American
Dream (yes ... another label.)
Rising oil prices, fill ling productivity, and a variety of other things
drastically changed the picture.
Putting it all in very simple terms:
" ... baby boomers found it far harder
than their pare nts did to assemble
the elements of the American
Dream: to own a horne, to save for
the purchases they want, to send
their children to college, etc ... "
Individuals born after 1955 were

"crowded out of thejob, crowded out
of the housing markets, and hit by a
stagnant American economy. " As
real wages stopped growing, these
same individuals found themselves
faced with such questions as: "Will I
ever find a satisfyingjob? Will I ever
be able to afford a home? Will I have
a secure retirement?"
Landon Y. Jones tells his readers
tbat all is not bleak. He tells us that
as the first wave of the baby
boomers reach middle age, they will
become the " biggest and noisiest"
generation of all time. As they
become more and more ohsessed
~ith the good life and why it is so
hard to come by, they will become
more inventive to achieve their
goals.
On the upside , the author paints
a picture of determined Americans
doing whatever it takes to get the
jobs and buy the homes of tbeir
dreams. The stereotype of what it
means to be old will also change as
the baby boomers get progressively
aged. " ... As we learn not to devalue
age, we will no longer clothe it in
dread. "
On the downside, the author
shows us little in the way of intellectual pursuits or academic direction.
It would seem that such matters .... ill
continue to find themselves more in
the esoteric and less in the
mainstream of life. Practicality
seems to rule.
" Great Expectations: America
And The Baby Boom Generation is

an exhaustive volume of statistics
and predictions. It is · also an
exquisite book of insights and historical facts. There are no unrealistic mental imageil here. Instead, the
reader finds a solid . account of
recent American history supported
with depth and ac~urate attention
to detail.
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Brldgeton : 227 -S775
Sl. Charle.: 724-1200

Hampton South: 962-3853

1 Brag
6 Besmirch
11 Schoolbook
12 Solidify
14 Danish Island
15 Decorate
17 A state: abbr.
18 Possessive
pronoun
19 Declares
20 Cudgel
21 Deciliter: abbr.

22 Representative 36 Note of scale
part
23 Pitch
37 The sun
DOWN
24 Continued
38 Sharp-witted
stories
1 Insect
fellow
26 Awaits
2 Paddles
39 Canine
settlement
.
3 Fuss
40 Teutonic deIty 4 Helm position
27 Goddess of
41 Antlered animal 5 Tours
discord
28 Weary
42 Theater box
6 Curt
29 Tremulous
43 Occupant
7 Planet
31 Irons
45 Rears
8 Sea eagle
47 Dispatches
34 Lean-to
. 9 Paid notice
10 Recommit
35 Tranquillity
48 Takes one's

~

FOR
U
ONLY!

Beco me A
Stude nt Assoc iation
Asse m bly Me mber!
6 Assembly seats are available for new
and transfer students

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

Elections will be held September 29 & 30
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Saturday September 13, 1986
7:30 pm . J. C. Penny Aud.

Birthright Counseling

H elp Build A Better University

Apply in room 252 University Center
by September 22. Call Ken, Kevin, or Marilyn at
553-5105 for more information.
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YOUTH GOODWI LL· MISSION
OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA

FREE TEST - Can detect pregnancy 10 days after it begins!
ProfeSSIonal Counseling & Assistan ce
All Services Free & Confidential

1971
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ST.LOUIS
Chinese Student Association
Welcomes a very special
performance by the:

0,.,

'*'11 ~III. ~ t£. H Ali Mill

Birthright .'nce
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Forays
Memoranda Lairs
Once more
Parts of
skeleton
22 Ventilated
23 Bnef
25 Repulse
26 Fragment
26 Merchants
29 Item of pro~
30 Coastlines - _..
31 Edible seeds ~
32 Encomiums
33 Wise persons
35 Parcels of land.
38 Tie
39 Portion of
medicine
41 Provide crew
42 Cover
44 Compass point
46 Three-toed
sloth

HE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI:
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St. LouiS: 962-5300
Ballwin : 227-2268
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"If an unplanned pregnancy presents a personal
crisis in your life . .. Let us help you!"
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COLUMN from page 5

bomb off or something after you
turn off the lights?" I asked. After
all, one of the first rules taught at
Journalism School is that news
must be gory, violent, and make you
feel nauseated.
"But I don' t want to hurt anybody
(Some terrorist, right?). Why do you
have to be violent to get into the
paper? "
He might have a point. I still wish
that he would have done something
more exciting, although he wouldn't
be your average lJMSL terrorist
anymore if he did. We would be
forced to send him to a less conservative campus.
So I have given you the truth , to
take as you wish. If you want me to
come up with some convoluted fantasies, I can do that too (in fact , I can
probably do that better) . You are the
reader. You ~~~i_de.

. f-

PREG~&-\~T?
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16
19
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SAINT 'LOUIS
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
1986-87 Season Tickets

JOB INTERVIEWS? GET THE EDGE!
ADEND

TERVIEWADVANTAGE

A concentrated, three hour seminar that gives you
insight and u"derstanding of the selection and hiring
processes used by business.

INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF GETTING THE JOB YOU WANT.
The seminar answers your important questions and some that
may not have occurred to you yet!
.
• How to select the companies you want to talk with?
• How to prepare for the interview?
• Are jobs available or is the company on campus to maintain
relations with the Placement Department?
• What is appropriate dress and grooming?
• Is a formal resume necessary?
• How will the interview be structured?
• What questions will be asked? What are the ~ questions?
• What answers are the interviewers looking for?
• What to do if the interviewer is unprepared, argumentative,
incompetent, negative, shy or tricky?
• What questions should you ask?
• How will you be evaluated?
• When and how will the decision be made?
• Should you follow up with a letter?
INTERVIEW ADVANTAGE was developed by SFA, Incorporated , a
business consulting firm and is presented by RICHARD J . MILLER,
a veteran co rporate recruiter who has interviewed thousand s of
seniors, hosted hundreds of plant visits and hired over 150 bUSiness,
engin eering , physical science and computer science graduates.
Mr. Miller has 25 years experience in sales , marketing, product
engineering and product line management with The Trane Co.,
Owens·Corning Fiberglas, Texas Instruments and Olin Corp .
GET THE EDGE. Regist er today. $29 covers the cos t of the Seminar
and entitles partiCipant s to ongOing consultation by mail through the
intervi"ewing season, plant and home office visits, offer negotiation
and your acceptance.

.... _ ... REGISTER NOW-ENROLLMENT LIMITED - - -

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Yes, I want the ADVANTAGE. Enclosed is my check for $29.00.
Name _________________________________________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ -,-_
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ .Zip _ _ _ __
Phone
Major _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Unlversity _ _ _'-'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My 1st, 2nd and 3rd session choic es are:
Sat., Oct. 11, 9 AM - NOON __
Sun. ,Oct. 12, 1 PM - 4 PM __
Sat., Oct. 11 , 2 PM - 5 PM __ . Sun.,Oet. 12,6 PM - 9 PM __
Ali sessions at Sheraton Airport Inn , Lindbergh at 1-70, SI. Louis
Mail to: S. F. A. Incorporated, 3690 Pare Ch ateau, Suite B,
Florissant, MO 63033
You will be advised by mail of your assigned session .

---------------------------

OrcheSlra 50% Off Orcheslra 50% Off
A-V
Students 'W·CC
Students
(sides)
Pay
(sides)
Pay
Thursday
Friday A
Friday B
Friday C
Sunday A
Sunday B
6 concerts
Friday AB, AC, BC
Saturday A
Saturday 6
Sunday AB
12 concerts
Friday 0
18 concerts
Saturday AB
24 concerts
Sat. Mini Alar A2
Sat. Mini B1 & 62
6 concerts
Thurs. Mini 1 & 2
.Fri. Mini A1 & A2
Fri. Mini B1 & 82
Fri. Mini 'C1 & C2
Sun. Mini A1 & A2
Sun. Mini Bl
3'concerts
Chamber Orchestra
5 concerts
Pops at Powell
Friday PC
Sunday PA
5 concerts

$ 8700

$ 43.50

Balcony
(sides)

25% Off
Students
Pay

$ 75.00

S 37.50

$ 5100

S 38.25

I
$16?00

$ 84.00

$1 44.00

$ 72.00

$ 9600

$ 72.00

$24300

$121.50

$207 00

$103.50

$12600

$ 94.50

$3 12.00

$156.00

$264.00

$132.00

$144.00

$108.00

$ 87.00

$ 43.50

$ 75.00

$ 37.50

NA

NA

$ 45.00

$ 22.50

$ 38.40

$ 19.20

NA

NA

$ 60.00

$ 30.00

$ 5000

$ 25.00

$ 3500

$ 26.25

$ 60.00

$ 30.00

$ 50.00

S 25.00

$ 35.00

$ 26.25

To take advantage
of this spectacul.ar
offer, call 533-2500 or
see your Symphony
representative on ·
campus this fall.
.... . .

University Center Lobby
September 15-17
10:00 a.ID.-l:00 p.m.

Programs and artists subjeci to change.

..
Powell Symphony Hall at Grand Center
718 North Grand Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63103

Leonard Slatkin, Music Director and Conductor

...

~

PORTS
ATAGLANCE

Volleyball Team Opens With Win
~ O-ave Brown
sports editor

•Congratulations are in order for
the - Riverwomen 'Volleyball teaIp
who surprised everyone by bringing
home the first-place trophy from
t'~e
St.
Louis
University
Invitational.

came back to win the next two games
15-12 and grab the first-place '
honors.

Last Week
Men's Soccer
UMSL 3, Lindenwood 0
UMSL goals - Wibbenmeyer 2,
Centerino
Shutout - Robben

Next Week's Schedule
. Soccer Rivermen
Texas Christian at UMSL, 9/12,
8 p.m.
Metropolitan State at UMSL, 9/
13,8 p.m.

" Washington University was a
tough team to start off against,"
Morlock said. "We knew we would
have to play tough. We stuck
together. "

UMSL 3, McKendree 4
UMSL goals - Reiter, Wibbenmeyer, Buchek

Soccer Riverwomen
Northern Colorado at UMSL, 9/
13, Noon
Colorado College at UMSL, 9/
14 , Noon

The Riverwomen were handed a
l~s in their opening match against a
Washington
University
t ough
squad.

Silvester . echoed
Morlock' s
thoughts. " They just made up their
minds that they wanted to win," she
, said. " They want to win and that is
half the battle. It was really a
team effort."

, 1'The girls were a little nervous, "
said first-year coach Denise Silvester, who smiled at every mention of
the first- place finish. " I was nerv~us too, but mostly for them. "

" The team improved as the day
went on," Silvester continued . "We
didn't commit as many errors
receiving serve, and we were very .
relaxed in our passing styles. "

Women's Soccer
UMSL 0, Wisconsin 1

Anne Loomis

"I was a little nervous, " said
Sharon Morlock, an All-MIAA performer last year." We had learned
$If' new things, but from now on we
shouldn't be nervous."

Sharon Morlock

Volleyball
Fontbonne at UMSL, 9/17 , 7
p.m .

Volleyball
UMSL v. Wash. U., 7-15, 12-15
UMSL v. SLU, 4-15, 15-6, 15-13
UMSL v. Mo. Baptist, 15-5 , 1510
DMSL v. Maryville, 15-3 , 15-4
UMSL v. SLU, 15-7, 11-15 , 15-3
UMSL v. Wash. U., 14-16, 15-12,
15-12
First place finish at the St. Louis
. U. Invitational

Intramurals
Bowling Doubles, deadline 9/11,
begins 9/17 .
Coed Volleyball, deadline 9/16,
begins 9/ 22
Golf Tournament, deadline 9/26,
begins 9/26

"They just made up their minds that they wanted to win. They want to win, and
that is half the battle. It was really a team effort."
.
-Denise Silvester

'The team knew they faced an
uphill battle Saturday, but they
were equal to the task. They
d ~ feated St. Louis University twice,
Miss ouri Baptist and Maryville

..

Co llege to earn the right to face the
W.ashington University Bears again . .
They dropped the first game of the
c':')ampionship match 14-16, but

Along with the overall team performance , there were also some
excellent
individual
efforts.
According to Silvester, senior
transfer . student Anne Loomis, in
her first game as a Riverwoman, did
a fine job hitting and setting. Silvester also pointed out the fine defensive play of Morlock as a key to
the wins .

The victories meant more than
just a trophy for Silvester and the
team.
" Whether we won the tournament
or not didn' t matter as much as the
fact that we didn' t get blown
awaY," she said. " That would have ·
been devastating. "
Winning the tournament was a
great way to start the season, but the

team knows it must continue to
improve.
"I've only tried to go over basic
skills so far," Silvester said. " We
are going to co nstantly add new
things. "
The Riverwomen took on a tough
Mckendree College team Wednesday and will play Fontbonne College
at home next Wednesday.

UMSL Soccer Teams Start New Seasons
ivermen Split Two Games
Q,y Dave Brown
sports editor
: The soccer Rivermen got off on
tqe right foot with a win over Linen\\'hod College last week, but they
sli pped a bit with a tough road loss at
McKendree College Saturday in
Le banon, Ill.
,.scott Wibbenmeyer paced tbe
R) vermen with two goals in tbe 3-0
victory at Lindenwood, helping
LJMSL avenge last season' s 1-1 tie.
,: Wibbenmeyer, a transfer student
'tom Creighton University, scored
)oth goals on free kicks . It' s
lOteworthy that the Rivermen did
lOt score on a free kick in tbe entire
season .

~

eff Centerino, a junior midel er, scored the other UMSL
:6al. '.,Jeff Robben , who was redshirted
; y ear ago, made five saves to pick
p his first collegiate shutout.
'Coach Don Dallas was happ y, but
ot ove rwhelmed by the victory.
e played just well enougb to win,"
said.
Things did not go as well for tbe
ve rmen on Saturday as the y were
te n 4-3 at McKendree. A year
th e two te ams battled to a 1-1
he Rivermen had two goals, both
oyd Bu che k, disallowed in the
~ t five minutes of the game. The
li lS swung the momentum to the
IcKend ree side.
:. E\'eryone knew it was a joke,"
Ad Dallas. " Our players got a little
Jwn after that. "

Despite the calls, the score was
only 1-0 at halftime. The Wildcats
picked up two goals in tbe second
half to give them a three- goal
edge.
". -

by Diane Schlueter
associate sports editor
In the Riverwomen 's season
opener Sunday against 16tb ranked
UniverSity of Wi sconsin-Madison ,
both teams display ed excellent defense with only one goal scored in
the game . The one pr oblem was that
Wisconsin s.cored the goal.
" They (Wisconsin) started out
real strong," sa id coach Ken
Hudson. " We primarily stressed defen se at the beginning of the
game."

-'

The Rivermen came back with
gome offense of their own with goals
by Mark Reiter and Wibbenmeyer,
but McKendree scored again to
make it 4-2.
The McKendree goal came with
two minutes to play and was disputed by Dallas.
" It was a very obvious offside
call, " Dallas said. "It just got to the
point where I had to say
something."
For his efforts Dallas received a
red card and was ejected for the first
time in his career as UMSL soccer
coach.

Riverwomen Drop Opener 1-0

Although
the
defense
was
stressed , Sue Hart scored Wisconsin's goal in the fir st half at the eight
minute mark.
Jeff Robben

Boyd Buchek scored the third
UMSL goal with one minute to play,
but the Rivermen were unable to
co mplete their comeback.

" I'm really worried about our
injury situation," Dallas said. " We
have too many people out witb nagging injuries. I'm concerned about
our depth at this stage."
Lack of execution was the biggest
Dallas is still looking for the right
problem for the Rivermen. " We just
formula
on the field and hopes that
didn't put things together. We
by Monday, after games against
weren't able to 'convert on our scorTexas Christian university on
ing chances," Dallas said.
Saturday and Metropolitan State on
Injuries have plagued the RiverSunday, the Rivermen will have put
things together.
men up to this point in the season.
Tom Wilson, Mike Hennessy, Cen" We're still uncertain on some
terino , Jeff Robinson and Terry
combinations and positions, " he
Brown have all been forced to sit out
said. " We're going to make a few
at one point or another. Brown and ' changes until we come up with the
Reiter had to leave Saturd ay' s conright combinations. "
test early because of injuries and
Both games this weekend will be
Robinson only saw action in the
at 8 p.m. at the uMSL Soccer
second half.
Stadium.

" We played better ball skills in
the second half, " Hudson said.
" Laurie (Aldy) had a couple shots

. (3), and Kathy (Guinner) had a
shot."
In the game, Aldy had four shots
for the team high.
While the Riverwomen totalled
six sbots in the game, Wisconsin had
17 shots with 12 of those shots on
goal.
DefenSively, Kim Clack played
extremely well, stopping eight
shots.
" She stopped two -or three pointblank shots," Hudson said. "When a
goalie is quick enogh to do that,
that's pretty good ."
" We had some people who we
were really impressed with ," he
said. "We found out what some people will do for us ."
Another player who impressed
Hudson was Terry Shroeder, who
als o bad a shot.

.

Looking back at the game, Hudson
sees it as sorriething 'tb'a t "just
wasn't meimt to be"
" They" were ranked 16th in the
country," he said. " They're a good
team. We hope to get another shot at
them in the St. Louis National
College
Women' s
Budweiser
Tournament. "

Riverwomen Notes: After a sbort
suspension, goalie Lisa Sheridan is
back with the team. Altbough she
didn' t make the trip to Wisconsin,
she will be back in uniform for
Saturday's home opener against
nationally Nortben Colorado State.
Game time is se~ f9r noon,, _

-.

.
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" She worked well and moved the
ball well, " he said. "She made things
happen. "

.'

.
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Cedric R. Anderson
WE LCOM E BACK: An errant throw skips in the dirt at the Welcome Back Coed Softball Tournament
~ barbecue was also hel.d. T~e tournament was sponsored by the intramural department. Other
Intramural programs begin thiS week.

Rivennen Drop St. Louis CUp 2-0
by Dave Brown
sports editor

...... .......

Cedric R. Anderson
FITNESS COURT OPENS: The "Gamefield Fitness Court," which is located behind the Mark Twain
Building, contains warm-up, cool-down and strengthening exercises. Five different fitness programs
can be conducted on the court-one for joggers, one for weight loss, one for those interested in cardiovascular conditioning, and one for athletes. The court was made possible by a grant from Christian
Northwest Hospital.

,"

Tbe UMSL Rivermen and the St.
Lbuis univ ersity Billikens resumed
their rivalry Tuesday night as they
battled for the S1. Louis Cup. The
nationally ranked Billikens continued their domination of the
Rivermen by posting a 2-0 v ictory at
the UMSL Soccer Stadium.
The Billikens, who were coming
off a 1-1 tie against number-one
ranked Clemson, opened the scoring

two minutes and 48 seconds into the
contest on a penalty kick by Tim
Miramonti. A handball had been
ca lled on Mike McAlone in front of
the uMSL goal and goalkeeper Jeff
Robben had no chance as Miramonti
blasted the point- blank shot.
The Rivermen had a couple of
scoring opportunities in ' the first
half, but were unable to get the ball
in the net. The score remained 1-0 at
the half.
Robben came up with a big save at
the 68-minute mark, but tbe
Billikens scored again at the 74:14

mark. Steve Eise headed the ball in
on a free kick by Tim Strange __
The Rivermen had only four shots
on goal while the Billikens had 1l.
Robbe-n had four saves on the
night.
SLunow leads the series between '
the two teams 13-2-1. The only .
Rivermen victories came in 1972 "1
and 1975.
The Rivermen are now 1-2 and
ranked 15th nationally.

FREE Gray Kitten!
537-0426.

Call

Feeling

tense
and'
Do you want to
learn how to control that ·
anxiety? Join us for the
Relaxation
/workshop,
given Tuesday Sept 16, 12 p.rn. in the Counseling ,
Service Office. Call 553 0
5711 or drop by 427 SSB.
upt~ht?

Help Wanted
Wanted room ate for2 bedroom home, 3/4 miles from
UMSL. $150 monthly, half
utilities. Call Boots 38"55724 or 383-7937 .
Sheraton Hotels at West
Port has positions avaifable in all aspects of hotel
operation.
Restauran~
banquets,
front
desk,
housekeeping. Full and
part time, day and evening
shifts. Apply mondays 9 to
'noon orThursdays2-5 p.m.
at Sheraton Plaza H ate I
Personnel Office.
Reader and Research
Assistant needed by blind
psychology major. good
pay, fle xible hours / no ex
perience required You
must however be a good
reader, dependable, and
have
a
working
understanding of li brary
resources and how to use
them . Contact Marsha at
361-5339, This is a real job
and must be treated as
such.
Sunchase Tours is currently seeking Campus
Representatives to promote Winter and Spring
Break Ski & Beach Trips.
Earn unlimited c ommision
and FREE trips. Call toll
free TODAY for an application packet 1-800-3215911.
Victoria's Kitchen and Ice
Cream ery is now hiring full
time positions. Servers.
cooks,
fountain/ counter
persons
busboy/
dishwashers. Apply 9-5
Monday thru Friday. 710
N.
Second
Stree~
Laclede's Landing, St
Louis, MO.

For Sale
Jeep CJ7 1978. 72,xxx
miles, one owner. $3,000
or best offer. Call 73994130r278-1216.

Two motorcicyles for sale:
1972 Yahama. Electric
Sta~ 14,000 miles; good
condition $200. 1975
Honda C B 360 T, 10,000
miles; good condition wi
luggage rack, sissy bar,
crash bar, and faring. Must
sell, only $500 . Call Coach
Larson at 553-5641.
Attention David Letterman
Fan's! Late Nite Cafe teeshirts and sweat shirts are
available now. Tee-shirts:
$12.50 and sweat shirts:
$16.00 Send cashier's
checks or money order to
J&D Promotions P.o. Box
9042 St Louis, M0631 02.
1977 Pinto Wagon, Power
steering, 2 door, AM/FM
cassette stereo, Michelin
radials, with only 12,xxx
miles. One owner, complete service
records.
82,xxx miles, good condition. Must see and hear.
$900 ' or best oHer. Call
878"8078 or 553-5843.
, Newly redecorated apt. for
rent $250/month. utilities
included Near Natural
Bridge and Hanley Intersection. Call Rick, 9973273.
1974 Fiat X19. Just painted
sunshine
yellow.
Rebuilt engine, new tires
on front Restored interior.
Good condition $2,000.
negotiable.
Call
2271263.
1980
Honda
Hatchback. 73,000
Good condition.
MPG, five speed,
Call 947-7720 or
1246,

Civic
miles.
Good
white.
724 -

Chevy Citation 4-door
hatchback
1980.
Airconditioned,
powersteering, AM-FM radio.
One owner. 82,000 miles.
$1400. Call 863-1275 for
a good can

1979 Ford Pinto,less than
48,000 miles, 2 door
hatchback, Automatic, N
C. 'Good condition. Call
Sam, 522 -6758.
Have four 12" radial tires
with 85% of the tread life
left. The Goodyear radials
are mounted and balanced plus two additional
12" rims are being thro~n
in. Asking $90 or best oHer.
Contact Paul III at 4297356 after 5 p.rn.

Miscellaneous
Wanted roomate for 2 bedroom home, 3/4 mile from
UMSL. $150 monthly plus
half util ities, Ca ll Boots
385-5724 or 383-7937.
Student needs ride from
Hanley and Olive, Tuesday
afternoons fo r4 p.m. class.
Will share expenses. Call
726-6893.
Want more credit and experience? Want to have
fun while you work? Join
the UMSL Connection
Staff. Help us to help YOll
Get the experience you
want Call Christy at 5536175, Tues. andThurs. 2-4
p.m. We are waiting.
Found: Ring in ladies
room, second floor Lucas
Hall. Call Dawn at 8374793 to identify.

Ride needed to and from
CWE area to UMSL five
days a week. Must be on
campus for 1 and 2 p.m.
classes, but will travel at
times
for
your convenience. Call Marsha at
361-5339.
Male roomate wanted to
share 2 bedroom duplex.
$170 per month, $170
deposit UMSL student
preferred. Call evenings
892-2051.

Personals
To all our new ZTA
pledges:
We are all so excited that
you have pledged Zeta
Tau AlphaJ You ladies are
the best and we are all
looking forward to knowing our newest pledge
members.
The Sisters Of Zeta Tau
Alpha
To Rita, Tricia. Nancy,
Kathy and all others
concerned,
Friends really are friends
forever especially when
they are like YOll Thanksl
Lisa I'm sonry and hope we
can be friends again. Your
friendship and prayers are
still
needed
and
appreciated.
Todd

For rent: Two bedroom
house in Clayton area Two
bedroom apartment in
Maplewood, Great for two
room mates or newlyweds. Call Scott at 3440733 any time.

Thanks for the most spectacularsummer1 We've got
a good future ahead of us.
Alot of suprises too!
Love, Your lir Brit

Fraternities- interested in
a group of men that have
no pledges, allow no hazing, belong to the third
largest
international
fraternity, and are forming
here at UMSL! You can
belong to the best- Lamda
Chi Alpha Call 781-5304.

DZ Pledges:
Betsy, Mart~ Kathy, Yvette,
Jane,
Mindy,
Michele,
Christina,
Lynn,
Keri,
Monica,
Laura.
Lisa.
Tonya, and Stacy. Have a
great
semester
and
welcome to Delta ZetaJ In
DZ
Friendship.
The
Actives.

S.S.:

Attention: DZ wih the
Girly Bottom:
Ten weeks until the most
dreaded evenLformal. If
you don't mind I'm taking
your
nasty
boyfriend
(After the chair danciong
incident I feel pressure to
arrive with wild men.) Does
Ted own sunglasses??
Signed, Very Metal

CURRENT

Joining a fraternity costs
more than mo ney; It costs
time and effort, loyalty and
cooperation. It has been
worth it to thousands of
men. Tau Kappa Epsilon!
For more information call
Scott at 831-8470.
Dana. where
Signed, Don

are

you?

,

-

Over
11 ,000
young
college men are enjoying
the TKE fraternity experience and so can you! For
more informatioj on the
TKE Experience, call Scott
at 831-8470.
Doug (Sig Tau)i
I see you here I see you
there. We always crack a
smile. I'd like to see you
here and there and maybe
talk awhile.

R.
Want a piece of the
action?! Joi n the fraternity
for life, TKE, and experience life to the fullest. Call
Scott at 831-8470.
Monica, where are you?
Where are your cards?
Signed, whafs left of the
card players (2 )
To "OH Sheila" (DZ):
Keep in mind that OH so
profound phrase I love so
much ... Quantity first. You
can worry about quality
later. Hayride is October
11. Be there!
Signed, So-So-Bored

Brad, where are you?

S. and B.:
I'm glad YOU two are here
and I hope you both
remember how special
you are to me. Good luck
and study hard this semester. Lova Ya. Tweet

ean aine
an mare

modular, spate-sa}f,rii~I(~~!'
3 BOOKCASE UNITS

ATTENTION
BUSIN ESS STUDENTS
DE LTA SIGMA Pi

S80 each

S

invites you to their

Get Acquainted Meeting.
We are a coed professional business fraternity giving
you the edge as a professional while encouraging
scholarship and social activities.

cuff resistant, easyto-clean Melamine finish units, each 30 "
wide, 703;4" high, 11 W'
deep, in white. The
desk leaf optional.
Black, grey slightly
higher.

"Formal Meet the Chapter"
Friday, September 12, 1 :30 p. m.
ROOM 126 J.C. Penney
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For More Information Call:
Diane 487-7472 or Rich 771-9069
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Refreshment Served

University Program Boardpresents/:
Mond-oovies
Sept. 15th
12:00 noon

An Officer
And A Gentleman
FREE
University Center Lounge

Wednesday
Noon Live

Summit
Showcase

Sept. 17th
11 :30 · 1 :30

. Sept. 18th
1 2 :00 noon

CAGNEY

Comedian
ED FIALA

Free
University Center Patio
or
Lounge

FREE
In TheSum mit

The University Program Board
is currently seeking applications for October appointments.
"'--_ _ __

_

More information and applications are
--=2..=5-"=O:.-..,.U=-.::....:n...:....,:iv:.......:;:e::....:,r..=s.::.....:::.it Center available in the Office of Student Activities
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